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Abstract—This brief paper addresses the issue of human
machine interaction with consideration of security and human-
ization both. Initially Cognitive Computation (ICC) has been
proposed and described with an illustration combining with
a surveillance ICC framework with its application scene and
process. Considering its diversity of devices and application
involved with cloud computing with sophisticated configuration
for networking in pervasive computational networked system, we
further consider the autonomy and security of the systematic
materialization that is in need of flexible configuration and
proposed a self-organization strategy with security authentication
in duration of trustworthy connection establishment.
keywords: human-machine interactions, initially cognitive compu-
tation, humanization, security, self-organization, cloud

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of pervasive computing and ubiqui-
tous network, rapid growth of information system accompa-
nied with its various devices leads to the wide penetration
of Human-Machine Interactions (HMI). It is not surprised
that interaction with ATM, Kiosk to perform financial and
merchandize transaction, or PDA, smart-phone Web-browser
terminal to perform commercial activity. Humanization is one
of its most significant content of HMI but also primary symbol
of smart functionality to embody intelligence. It is mainly
reflected as that the machine or computer system is capable of
adapting to habits and instinct of human)the initiative subject
in interaction so as to bring the anthropomorphic experience
of information exchanging to user and satisfy demand with
heartfelt services. Besides aesthetic, it emphasizes more on
the satisfaction of mental demand in spirit level. As a case in
point, menu-driven touch screen pad with visual or voice cue
would make user be inclined to be interested in the service.
For a long time, works have been carrying out concentrated on
graphic, model and operation to make it easier to use machine
[1]–[7]. These works promote the experience of interaction
and are more mode of interaction while the forms of these are
traditionally classical.

Most classical HMI are relatively passive compared to
human to human interaction. A typical procedure is that
user to be served inputs the information in specified format
according to the cue displayed by machine to perform a series
of necessary operations thus completing authentications, con-
firmations, services in business. This passive routine process
constraints the efficiency of services and limits its quality in

terms of effectiveness and humanization experience. For one
thing, a manifest aspect is it takes up much time during cue
and input procedure in serial interaction form that triggering
and responding like tennis. For another, modern computer
system have provide many auxiliary functionalities such as
input/output in recording procedures in service, analysis on
data and visualization with marked characteristics. However,
as for computer has no concept about operator so as to do
not know who are interacting with and what is significant or
useless for service objective. What it did is just a routine thus
rendering these auxiliaries passive and stylized stereotypes.
It is administration sides, including administrators, decision-
makers, operators, that is not excluded when they perform task
by interaction with computation system, in which mangers
are in need of being suffer the same lifeless experience
as users as initiative subject, even more boring. Therefore,
it can be seen that passive interaction in routine limit the
efficiency of service and quality of humanization experience.
What is more, there exist risks with respect to information
security and operation safety in this passive interaction. Due
to the aforementioned blindness of machine to user, computing
system fail to recognize the operator comprehensively that
objects can be authenticated as legal user and be enabled
to command the machine to execute operations to perform
the desired tasks as long as he or she provide correct input
thus rendering back door for identity theft, illegal intruder,
malevolent attack and other improper operation that undermine
security and stability of the system.

Thus, to our best knowledge, it is reasonable to confer
machine higher ability for cognition thus providing security
guarantee and humanization experience for interaction. Thus
we carry out the research on initial cognition strategies and
technologies and proposed a framework for human secure
interactions. In this brief paper, systematic framework and
relevant strategies are describe. Initial cognition Framework
for secure humanized interaction and its self-organization
strategy are proposed and stated in details in section 2 and
section 3 respectively. In section 4, challenges for further
research are identified and conclusions are drawn.

II. INITIALLY COGNITIVE COMPUTATION

According to the aforementioned analysis on traditional in-
teraction, it can be seen that one of the significant reason leads
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to the degrading humanization experience and security is lack
of cognition to environment, operators and the relationship
between the desired services and the executed operations. Thus
technology that enable computational system to be capable
of initially cognitive sensing is needed to perform efficient
service with securely humanized interaction.

Distinguished with classical interaction, the proposed ini-
tially cognitive computation (ICC) is a smart interaction mode
with active cognition and assessment carried out before the
procedures in service on with advanced visual sensing, acous-
tic sensing and other smart measurement direct at the specific
target in scene, in which recognition of object including
both user as human and devices as machine, understanding
implication of information with respect to sensing including
vision, audition and other physics, judgement on behaviors and
operations thus capturing and assessing attempts and target
task are critical for humanization interaction on account of
that it is accurately cognise environment and user that make
it possible for machine to understand and consider the task
it need to perform and is executing thus initially matching
the user’s demands. For one thing, it provides support of
humanized experience for interaction and decision making
in services. As for computational system, ICC contributes
to understanding the demand of user thus delivering initial
inquiry or pushing desirable or potentially required services as
responding before ask rather than passive carrying out services
by means of tennis like input and respondence according
to displayed cues so as to make the services more socially
humanized interaction than stylized stereotype of routine. For
another, ICC extend and strengthen the ability of protection for
system safety. With the support of ICC, computational system
pre-cognises the scene and users even before carry out the
task, which means the range of interaction is expanded beyond
service. As a case in point, framework of ICC with surveillance
support is designed and illustrated in Fig.1, in which the main
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Fig. 1. A Surveillance ICC Framework

process of this system can be described as following:
1) when a person come into valid area, system acquires

information of the target by visual sensor (represented
as camera in the figure);

2) the information is conveyed to the modules with respect
to revision and enhancement respectively to perform pre-
process refine the relevant information;

3) with the reference model and compensation, the accu-
racy and volume of information is fostered thus pro-
viding refined materials for feature extraction so as to
abstract out the significant characteristics;

4) comparing the extraction result with reference model to
perform matching and calculating the residuals;

5) convey the result of comparison to knowledge base and
perform the identification authentication and behavior
assessment with judgement rule in the base;

6) system makes the decision according to the authenti-
cation and assessment results so as to instruct HCI to
respond;

7) each process is learned by system itself thus updating
its capability and knowledge to perform the task better
with the process on.

It can be seen according to the process described above, the
risk of system safety has been reduced since the identification
authenticating is performed once the initiative subject step into
the area of system surveillance before the essential services
being carried out thus anticipating and pre-judging the security
the subject and possible event involved with the behaviors so
as to provide foresight for preventing appearance camouflage,
masquerading attack and other anomalous events rather than
aware afterward in classical interaction. As for surveillance
with functionality of recognition, many works has been carried
out in the past [8]–[11] and the relevant details will not go
further into the matter in paper with the limits of space.

An inevitable issue is system configuration. The system,
especially for autonomy ones that is in need of flexible con-
figuration and accessible networking automatically, possesses
sophisticated operation. It is costly and low efficiency to
perform the configuration with human effort if the system
is usually needed to re-configure particularly the ones with
mobile devices and uncertain service scene. Meanwhile, cloud
computing is one of the efficient but low cost alternatives to
perform ubiquitous service, which can provide more flexible
service that updating without modification service involved
with devices, infrastructures and field construction. Config-
uration is also needed. Thus on no account can we ignore
the significance of security in system configuration especially
for self-configuration, and we further study the secure self-
organization strategy for ICC.

III. SECURE SELF-ORGANIZATION STRATEGY

Considering the sophisticated procedures of configuration, a
self-organization strategy is needed to reduce the human effort
and simplify the human involvement in process, especially for
those extendable cloud with access to diverse devices in need
of flexible configurations and seamless joints. We consider the
system as a network and configuration as networking with self-
organization process. As for self-organization strategy, many
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related works have been doing on WSN or Ad-hoc. [12]–
[16]. In these works, nodes in network were set as unified
units, function or performance of each node were simple and
identical, and the nodes authorities were static in a certain long
work period. However, units in large scale complex network
are hybrid, such as AmI or IoT, which contains quantities of
smart devices. Nodes with diverse performance and function
can not be set unified with same authority, let along put the
changeable situation into consideration. Therefore, networking
should be give weight to diversity in such difference-reserving
network.

In the meanwhile, it is the security of the communication in
mode of M2M (Machine to Machine) such as networking and
trustworthy connection establishment that taken into consid-
eration as well to further strengthen the guarantee of security
in flexibility performance, especially for autonomous system
with unattended configuration and robustness to physical anti-
attack, in which the main system function can be guaranteed
even if several nodes lost function.

Hypothesizing under network scene N , each node vi ∈
V (N) is an agent with intelligence, where V (N) is node
aggregate of N . We divided intelligence level into A, B, C, D
four level from high to low( see TABLE 1).

TABLE 1
INTELLIGENCE CLASSIFICATION

Classification
class level description
A advanced capacity of perceive, complex inference

with complex data structure
B medium capacity of computation and data processing

with medium data base
C simple capacity of data store and auto-reaction

with string stack processing
D non simple sensing and reaction

data transmit and store with simple buffer

Assume properties region of each vi ∈ N is close, so is
Xvi for states and Bvi for behaviors, where

Pvi = {A,B,C,D}
Xvi = {x1, x2, . . .}vi
Bvi = {b1, b2, . . .}vi

(1)

Define operators ~1 : P → R and ~2 : B → R, then the image
of property and behavior in real number field can be acquired
as W :

W = {~1(P ), ~2(B)} (2)

Assume topology T is known, then it can be acquired that:

XN = f(T,X,W ) (3)

Thus the scene can be modeling to instructs the systematic
design including data organization, state and task definition,
system operation, etc, with respect to interaction. The interac-
tions are formulated as follow:
• source unit according to semantics (protocol) symbolize

and encapsulate the information into data;

• sink unit decode the data and read information;
• each unit performs memorization and induction by in-

formation learning and interact with information stream
exchanging;

• each unit process and update knowledge-base to perform
evolution;

• according to a certain rule to judge, reorganize or refine
some new information;

• directs at a specific problem or index re-exchanging
updated information to perform consultation

Each unit can gradually acquire and adapt to network en-
vironment by learning from each other. Knowledge about
environment is formed and memorized in whole network as
entirety information. Whole strategy can be divided as three
main phrases:
• Phrase1: Initialization, coding and addressing;
• Phrase2: Interaction, networking and pattern recognition;
• Phrase3: Organization, alliance forming and role assign-

ment;
Information, such as IP, location, state and intelligence level,
can be acquired via parsing operation. According to specific
service, assume fκ is parsing function, Nodei.Address is the
address of node i, then the correspondence service ID is:

{Prog : ID|IDi = f−1κ (Nodei.Address,Xvi)} (4)

Each IDi contain two main identification information:
SegmentIDi and NodeIDi. Each node encapsulates iden-
tification together with node information into a IDpacket:

IDpacketi = SegmentIDi ⊕NodeIDi ⊕ Signalingi (5)

where Signalingi is a sub-packet including the content of
node information, task command and service authority.

Life-period is adopted to describe the capability of data-
drive. Nodes with different level set life-period according to
service need. Correspondently, timestamp is attached to each
packet. Source node i sends packet with REQ terminal authen-
tic information frame to the nodes vj|j 6=i around within radius
σ. Then vj replies an frame ACK together with information
encapsulation. At last, if a link can be build between vi and
vj , an AFF frame will be resent mutually to affirm the link
by update in routine table of both nodes.

In the system, four main patterns can be acquired by com-
paring self information with the received one after unpacking,
which is Local§Remote§Loop and Error, where:
• Local means two nodes are with same sub-net location

and reachable within local area;
• Remote means nodes are located in different area and

communicate with cross-area routine;
• Loop means loopback existed in area;
• Errorij means error take place between the link or link

is unreliable or untrustworthy.
Corresponding infer compute progress is:

PRi(IDpacketj) =


Local C1 ∧ C2 ∧ C3

Remote C1 ∧ C̄2 ∧ C3

Loop C̄1 ∧ C2 ∧ C3

Errorij C̄1 ∧ C̄2 ‖ C̄3

(6)
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where,  {C1 : NodeIDi 6= Nodej}
{C2 : SegmentIDi = SegmentIDj}
{C3 : Signalingi ⇐⇒ Signalingj}

(7)

and ⇐⇒ indicates that the mutual authentication process is
complete and valid that authentication information in signaling
of node in pair is fit with each other thus regarding the
nodes involved with the connection are legal. The patterns
above are basic elements in recognition. More patterns that
are complex can be derived from combination. Furthering
learning process can discriminate network environment via
tracking the loopback or unstable routine to support works
follow-up, such as role assignment and intelligent alliance self-
organization. And the node had stayed in pattern of Error for
a certain long period will be excluded from the connection
and marked as suspicious device, whatever it is physical fault
or illegal planted by intruder, so as to guarantee the absolute
effectiveness of the system.

Combining with the security techniques as presented in
[17]–[21], the strategy of self-organization can be embedded
into various protocols such as ad-hoc, WiFi or bluetooth with
both security guarantee and flexible networking.

Based on pattern elements Remote, Local, Loop and
Errorij , role assignment can be acquired with rule (8),

Rolei =

 Member Local
Crosser Local ∧Remote
Frisby Local ∧ Loop

(8)

Such role assignment can provide more support on smart-
networking. For example, role Crosser not only tend to be
router but also would help to recognize the edge of cluster,
which is important for communication and scheduling.

Based on role assignment, alliance division can be acquired
with different selection rule. For example, consider space
factor, the rule can be formulated as:

Uniona = (Nodes|(Nodea ∈Member)
∧(∀Nodei ∈ G(V,E))
∧(PRa(IDpacketi) = Local)

(9)

if further put accessibility in to consideration, the rule is:

Union = {∀Nodes|(Nodes ∈Member ∧ Frisby} (10)

With the interaction and exchanging, routine table is tending
towards stability, which makes the dynamic linkages converge
to a stable topology with correspoding configuration thus
completing self-organization.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce the original idea of ICC with
comparison to classical interaction and surveillance framework
as a case in point to describe its positive effect on promoting
security and humanization. A secure self-organization strategy
for autonomous configuration is proposed with consideration
of security. In future works, much weight will be given to
ICC’s performance involved with machine learning, informa-
tion security in untrustworthy channel and its cloud computing
application in SaaS, IaaS and PaaS mode.
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